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President’s Message

August 2016
Allen Lewis

Every spring since the patio at the Henn had been installed,
Debbie and I have planted the annuals around the edge and in
the flower pots. Then we try to find volunteers to help water
them throughout the season. This year Pat Brady sent me a list
of 4 very good watering volunteers. Betsy McCort and three
ladies from the Lake Shore Garden Club: Coletta Bauer, Susan
Wright, and Diana Barhyte. With that many days covered, I was able to use a
better variety of plants in the two pots, and this crew is keeping them alive!
Thank you for keeping the patio in fine shape on this blistering dry spring/
summer. Now if only the guy planting could
stick to the color scheme, we would have an
extraordinary
patio.
This
spring
things got off to
a good start.
Pat calls up and
states the Key Bank volunteers are coming
Wednesday and it was Monday morning. Now normally the Key Bank group
contacts me weeks ahead of time if we were chosen as one of their projects. I
hadn’t received any calls so I assumed we were not chosen. I should know by
now, never assume anything. I immediately send a text to Bob Oster, who’s
always there to save me, to see if he could get a crew out to trim the shrubs
so the Key volunteers could clean up the landscape. By evening he had an
excellent, three-man crew for the job. The Key Bank contact called the next
day and I was ready. Wednesday came, Oster’s “Green Source” crew showed
up and immediately removed a few bushes near the East entrance, then
proceeded to trim the remainder. The Key crew was due at 12:30pm. At
1:00pm I called to find out where they were. Their day to do the volunteer
work was the following Wednesday, oh …. Now once again I didn’t have a
project for them and a large mess to clean up. The “Green Source” crew
laughed and said they would finish the current job. Bob’s guys saved the day
a second time. The Key Bank people called back and asked if we could come
up with an alternative project.
(Cont’d page 6)

Annual Potluck
Monday, August 15th – Doors open at 5:30p.m.
Dinner at 6p.m.
Main course and beverages will be provided.
Please bring something to share: appetizer, side dish or dessert
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Annual April Members Meeting

Frank Hoffert

The annual meeting of the Friends of the Henn Mansion
was held this past April 11 at the mansion. A good size
crowd attended the session. The meeting contained three
parts. The first part was led by President Allen Lewis as he
described the numerous achievements of the Board over
the past year. Our new logo was shown and then Allen
spoke about how the funds obtained through the Capital
Fund Campaign were used in improving the building. He
noted that the front entrance way had been greatly
improved as the stone steps, the canopy, the trim and door
were all restored. In addition, ten windows in the master
suite sleeping porch were restored. Next, Allen explained
what the plans are for this year’s use of the Capital Fund
Campaign. Our major project for this year is to improve the
east side entrance door with a new door which will have a
window and to improve the area around the door.
The second portion of the meeting was a talk and visual
presentation on the history of the Cleveland Union
Terminal and the trains that brought passengers into the
Terminal by Rebecca McFarland and Tom Pappas. Ms.
McFarland spoke about the Terminal building construction
and the role of the VanSweringen brothers in its
construction. The VanSweringens had offices in the
building and were successful for several years. However,
because of the business downturn in the 1930s, they eventually lost the building. Next, trains were routed from the
Terminal to the Amtrak station located near East 9th Street
and the Shoreway. Now only the rapid transit trains of the
RTA use the Terminal’s train facilities. Mr. Pappas showed
photos of the trains that were used in the Terminal. These
trains were powered by electricity as engines with smoke
coming from their engines could not be used in the
Terminal. These trains would pick up the incoming trains to
Cleveland and pull the passenger cars into the Terminal
and then out after unloading and loading passengers. Both
speakers were extremely informative
and competent.
The third part of the meeting was
devoted to socializing among
the guests and
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The 2016 Capital Campaign Marianne Monaghan

The Capital Campaign runs through the
end of the year. There’s still time to send
your tax deductible contribution and help
us reach our goal of raising $7,000 for the
year.
Categories are:
 The Foundation Society ($1-$99)
 The Shingle Society ($100-$499)
 The Mortar Society ($500-$999)
 The Gable Society ($1,000+)
Remember, for your gift of $50.00 or
more, your membership will be extended
for one year past its current expiration
date.

Historic Restaurant Luncheon
June Daugherty

On October 13, the Historic Restaurant
Group will meet for a 12:00 lunch at:
The Croation Lodge & Party Center
34900 Lakeshore Blvd.,
Eastlake, Ohio
Call June 216-261-1460 or Email
Doc600@aol.com for reservations.
Attendees at the
May luncheon at the
Hofbrau House
were (left to right):
Carol Anderson,
Gerry & Frank
Hoffert,
JoAnn Hanlon,
Barb Shivak,
June Daugherty,
Carole Price,
Susan Wright,
Pat Monroe.

enjoying the food and beautiful cake honoring the twentieth anniversary of the
founding of the Friends of the Henn Mansion. The recognition of those who
formed the Friends twenty years ago made this evening very special. In addition,
the meeting was quite informative and filled with fellowship.
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2016 Flea Market Wrap-up

Ginny Petrie
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A huge Thank You is due to all the stalwart volunteers who helped with the
Flea Market in April. This year’s net was $6,302.01. We had fun, ate some
good food, and worked our fingers to the bone, lifting, toting, sorting, tying,
pricing and selling. Did I forget to mention the clean up? How soon we
forget!
The whole process couldn't happen without
YOU! Thanks go to Carol Anderson, Boy
Scouts of East Shore Church, Barbara
Besednik, Patti Burlingham, Pat Brady, Chris
Carter,
Larcinia Cannon,
Hal & June
Daugherty, Kathleen Dietrich, Joanne Hanlon, Nancy Horvath, Nina
Freid, Jada Griffin, Lee Guffey, Bill Figner, Frank Hoffert, Annetta
Jordan, Karin Lewin, Terry Krause, Terrie Kuehn, Allen & Debbie
Lewis, Charlotte Masterson, Rob, Leah, Conner, Sean, & Alec,
McSween, Elaine Murphy, Ron Rydarowicz, Todd Palmer, Mary &
Tom Powell, Sandy P., Rod Scheuffler, Karen Steigerwald, June Tomlinson, Susan Wright,
Rosemarie Wright, Bernie Walsh & Virginia Warnke. If I missed your
name, I apologize, but please know that your efforts contributed to
our success.
If you missed the opportunity of helping
with the Flea, there's still a chance to
join the fun. Volunteers are needed on
an ongoing basis to help sort all the
weekly donations. Each box of
donations must be opened, unwrapped,
and cleaned (if necessary.) Items are
then sorted by category, re-wrapped,
and put in the appropriate box. I will
show you how it’s done and once you
are comfortable with the job, you will be
in charge for that week, or month, or
whatever you decide. Maybe you'd like
to bring a friend and work together. I just
know I need to share the joy of all this
with others, and maybe that is you! Give
me a call and we can arrange a convenient time to meet:
Ginny Petrie, 216-731-9376.

Thanks to Our Hostesses

Joann Hanlon

A big Thank You is given to our rental coordinator and hostesses for helping us grow during 2016.
The Henn Mansion was the venue of choice for 55 events from January through June of this year.
Income produced from these rentals totaled $19,995.
These events would not have been possible without the members of our Hostess Committee who
have devoted countless volunteer hours to this effort. We have four new members to welcome to this
committee: Kathy Dietrich, Elaine Murphy, Mary Grant, and Marianne Monaghan who are learning
their way around the Mansion and its many doorways.
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FRIENDS’ TWENTIETH ANNIVERARY
Frank Hoffert

This year Friends of the Henn Mansion is
celebrating its twentieth anniversary as the
organization was founded in 1996. A concise look
at the achievements of that year can serve as a
reminder to those who were responsible for
creating the organization that saved the Henn
Mansion from demolition. In addition, more recent
members of the Friends may learn of the struggles
of 1996 that saved the mansion.
A number of people were responsible for the
creation of the organization. June Daugherty and
Meg McGarry were the first to begin the process
and they were followed by numerous others who
quickly began to participate. June Daugherty
noticed, early in 1996, that City Council had
received a mayoral piece of legislation calling for
the demolition of the mansion. June has reported
that she immediately contacted, then Ward Two
Council Woman, Meg McGarry, and they began
organizing. The legislation passed by a vote of six
to three. On March 7, 1996, the first meeting of the
Friends of the Henn Mansion was held and it was
led by June and Meg. Jean Reilly, founding
member and later president, noted that about fifty
people attended that meeting. Soon the
organization was functioning and McGarry set the
date of May 15 to develop a plan for the building’s
future use.
A public tour of the mansion was arranged by the
city for March 24 and the Friends promoted the
tour, drafted a petition for people to sign to save
the “Henn House, ”requested donations and asked
people to join the Friends. The tour was attended
by about 300 people and the Friends raised their
first seed money. Plus additional support was
gained from the community. On May 5, a Dessert
Buffet was held and over 200 people attended.
Council and Mayor Oyaski, decided to give the
Friends an opportunity to save the facility and this
passed council by a vote of six to three. The
Friends had to prove they could obtain funds to
renovate and maintain the house. Soon much
activity was happening. The Friends marched in
the 1996 Memorial Day parade with a banner
produced and donated by a local printer with the
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new logo for the organization. Even a chicken
costume was rented for the parade and Jean
Reilly wore the costume and commented, “I
can tell you it was hot inside that costume.”
On May 30, noted architect, Robert Gaede
spoke at a meeting, and according to June
Daugherty, “gave us his knowledgeable views
on restoring the mansion.” Furthermore,
efforts were made to place the house on the
National Register of Historic Places and Carol
Poh Miller was hired for this task. Ohio State
Representative, Ed Jerse, was able to get a
provision for funds for the Henn in a budget
bill and $50,000 was obtained to refurbish the
mansion. Then at a meeting on May 29,
council demanded a plan from the Friends
stating that Council did not want to spend city
money on renovation, as most Euclid
residents wanted a “passive
park.” Mayor Oyaski gave
the Friends a 90 day
extension to present a plan
to council. Mayor Oyaski
appointed Kory Koran,
Euclid’s Economic Development Director, to help the
Friends and Euclid Council, as a goodwill
gesture, agreed to fund the restoration if an
acceptable plan was created with $65,000,
the money earmarked for the demolition.
By June, 1996, Sunday tours were being
given to raise money and support. McGarry
Painting donated the painting of the mansion.
By July, Kory Koran applied for an Ohio
Department of Natural Resources Nature
Works Grant Program for $180,000.
In
August, another fund raising event occurred,
“A Summer Evening for the Henn.”
Furthermore, the Friends of the Henn
Mansion became officially incorporated and
sought non-profit status.
In September, the Friends were ready to
present their plan for the Henn, but a
disagreement about the surrounding parkland
being in the National Registration caused the
plan to be rejected by council. By October,
(cont’d page 5)
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Friends of the Henn Mansion provided
excellent leadership in creating The Friends
1996, the Henn Mansion was on the web. In and saving the mansion.
November, Mayor Oyaski was somewhat
encouraging regarding leasing the mansion and In sharing her thoughts on the founding of the
Councilman Bill Cervenik drafted Legislation Friends of the Henn Mansion, Jean Reilly
seeking funding to rehabilitate the mansion. stated, “The Friends of the Henn Mansion
Furthermore, a multi-date fund raiser designed to brought together some of the nicest, talented,
involve other community groups was held and smart, and creative people from this area and
called “Christmas at the Henn Mansion.” I was so happy to work with them.”
Unfortunately, on December 2, the Mayor and When interviewed for this article, Meg
Fire Chief declared the mansion unsafe and McGarry made two very meaningful
banned any more events being held there. In comments. “People must see this building”
January, members Jack Dever and Tony Hiti met she said. Then added “I can’t tell you how it
with Euclid’s Building Inspector and Fire Chief to makes me feel when I drive by the house
learn what the code violations and unsafe areas knowing every citizen in Euclid owns part of
were. Jack developed a proposal and cost this historic mansion.”
Presumably, all
analysis to remedy the problem. Obviously, this members of the Friends of the Henn Mansion
problem was rectified in the rather near future.
feel the same.
In January, 1997, the first Board of Trustees of
the Friends of the Henn Mansion was The current members of the Friends of the
established. The board consisted of MaryAnn Hiti Henn Mansion, the citizens of Euclid, and the
as President, Greg Jurcisin as Vice President, Euclid Government should be very grateful to
June Daugherty as Treasurer, Sandra the perseverance, wisdom, courage, foresight,
Strieter-Shannon as Secretary and members and hard work of the original founders of the
Robert Berger, Ed Crawford, Cecilia Duer, Al Friends. Because without their diligence and
Parker, Joseph Podnar, Jean Reilly, Beverly fortitude, the mansion would not be here as
Valencic, Neil Myers, and Honorary Trustees one of the most important buildings in the city
Jean Henn-Mossburger and Meg McGarry. and we would not be celebrating this twentieth
According to June Daugherty, a number of other anniversary.
people also did much in saving the Henn, Gratefully, the primary sources for this article
Including, but not limited, to Dr. and Mrs. Russ were contributions from Meg McGarry, June
Baldwin, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Monroe, Dennis Daugherty, Jean Reilly and the spring 1997
Berzinskas, Roger and Judy Kelly, and Jim and edition of The Friends of Henn Mansion, Inc.
Helen Fuertes. These early leaders of The
Newsletter.

Anniversary

(Cont’d from page 4)

Key Bank Volunteers at the Henn

Frank Hoffert

Annually, Key Bank volunteers perform work at the Henn
Mansion for an afternoon. This year, on May 25, six Key Bank
employees, from several branches and offices, washed the
balcony and first floor windows, inside and out and performed
excellently. The volunteers were Shamika Treadwell, Julia Shei,
Cynthia Crawford, Alex Harth, Kelvin Dimmings and Julie Ilcin.
The Board is very grateful for the fine work and donated time of
these volunteers and to Key Bank.
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African Violets
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Debbie Lewis

I hesitantly asked if they were willing to wash I have volunteered yearly at the flea market sale
windows, of which we have a lot. The response for as long as the Henn has been having them.
was sure, we’ll do that, and the following week Every year without fail during this event,
Frank Hoffert and Roger Kelly met them out there someone comes along and starts telling us an old
to complete that job.
story about the Henn in its day. These stories are
Since our maintenance man, John Rantala, was quite interesting as they give us an idea of life at
supposed to do the windows, I was able to shift the Henn in a different capacity. This year was no
him to a job that was left over from 20 years exception. A very nice lady started up a
earlier. When the Friends of the Henn were in conversation with me, saying she remembers
their infancy, the train club took on the job of when…Then she proceeded to tell me that her
removing the rotting wood that covered half of the grandfather was a custodian at the Henn when
basement floor. Several sections still remained, she was growing up. Her grandparents had lived
plus the city had a two-seat men’s room that was on the third floor for at least 20 years as he had
defunct to say the least. John removed the worked for the school board in the 50s and 60s.
remainder of the flooring and removed the At that time the school board was located at the
fixtures and plumbing. The basement now has Henn Mansion. She wanted to see their old living
more usable storage room for Flea Market quarters in the attic so I took her on a tour of
donations and a much cleaner appearance.
where grandma & grandpa used to live. She had
The capital campaign has been going well. The many memories in every room, telling me exactly
contributions started to slow up, short of our goal, how the furniture was set up. She remembered
when we received a very generous gift from all the Thanksgiving dinners in the big area off
Diane Henn. With it was included a note the kitchen, how hot it would get up there, and
expressing her excitement that the Friends of the the times she spent sleeping overnight. She
Henn were still improving and maintaining the remembered, as a little girl, looking out the
Henn Mansion. Now this year’s project is a window at the lake, day dreaming. When she got
definite go thanks to all our generous supporters, to the tiny 3rd floor window that faces the east
and had an earlier than expected start. The city parking lot she started to get tears in her eyes.
gave us an extra boost with the replacement of She said that for twenty years grandma had a
the concrete on the East entrance of the Henn. little table there and grew African violets at that
Dan Knecht, who oversees the parks and window. Hearing all these wonderful memories
lakefront project, contacted us about that made me think I wish these walls could talk. Now
replacement and asked if anything needed to when I pull into the parking lot and look up at the
change. We requested that the pavement directly 3rd floor window I imagine grandma admiring her
in front of the door be widened to fill in between African violets. Thank you Cheryl Eckelberry for
the two brick walls, which he did. This will sharing your memories with us.
improve the appearance and make it easier to
approach the auxiliary mailbox.
Please take special note that we have pushed the pot luck meeting to the
15th of August. This is a NO charge event, so please come. We provide the
basic sandwich type food and ask that those attending bring appetizer, side
dish or dessert. The resulting variety makes for an enjoyable evening. Don’t
worry about the size; a serving of 8 to 12 is sufficient when everyone brings
something. While you’re there, we would like to hear from you on what you
would like to replace the wine tasting with. We have a partial list which
includes; a Mardi Gras party, Valentine’s day dinner, Christmas season
dinner, beer tasting, or something else. The event will be held sometime between December 1st and
March 1st. Bring your suggestions and come have a good time.
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Rocky’s brownie party
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Debbie Lewis

This year marks the 20th anniversary of the Friends of the Henn Mansion. My
husband Allen Lewis (current president) and I have been involved since the
very first meeting at Shore in 1996. In charge of that meeting, was then
Council woman Meg McGarry, with the assistance of Mary Anne Hiti, Jean
Riley, Betsy Spears McCort, Rob McSween, and several others. This was the
first meeting in a long endless campaign to save the Henn Mansion from the
wrecking ball. One of our earliest fundraisers was a dessert party. Betsy had
setup an enthusiastic phone committee, which called members every couple
weeks informing them of the goings on at the Henn. Thanks to her tireless
efforts, we were able to sell tickets like HOTCAKES at $10 each. All involved
made a special dessert, we had several different kinds of potica, brownies,
cakes, hundreds of homemade cookies, Loretta Gudenas’s scones
(I remember those), rum balls (I made), apple strudel, and basically all you
need to gain 10lbs in a day. Al and I went to Wojtila’s bakery to ask for a
donation to the party. They generously made us a cake with SAVE THE
HENN MANSION written on it. When we brought it to the party, I was going
to start slicing it, and here comes June Daugherty. “What are you doing? You
are not going to slice that beautiful cake!! We are going to raffle it off!!” And
that’s exactly what we did! We ended up selling raffle tickets $1 each I think
we made $50 bucks off that cake!
I never saw so many happy people, desserts were on every table, people
went from one room to the next sampling every kind of homemade goodie you
can think of. Never mind the big chunks of ceiling falling down, the broken
windows, the dirty floors and the fact that the bathrooms didn’t work. Those
were minor details, as we were eating desserts without guilt! All you can eat!
No one cared! Little did we know that others were planning a BIG party after
we left.
The party was on a Sunday afternoon and after the event we cleaned up our
mess, putting the left over desserts on the kitchen counters. We were going to
come back the next day to try to figure out our next project and eat the
leftovers. Things didn’t quite work out as planned. You know when you get
that feeling that something is just not right? As we walked in I had that feeling.
Those great leftover brownies that we were going to enjoy, were all over the
counter, the floor, everywhere! The current tenants of the Henn Mansion had
a great big messy brownie party! All they left us with was crumbs and
chocolate frosting raccoon paw prints everywhere you looked. Apparently
raccoons were coming down the chimneys and through a hole in the ceiling
on the second floor. They had the whole house to themselves, the luckiest
raccoons ever. Needless to say what our next project was going to be.
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Upcoming Events
2016 Calendar of Events:
Aug 15th
Sept. 12th

Annual Potluck Picnic, 6pm
Board Meeting, 7pm

Oct. 10th
Nov. 14th
Dec. 12th

Board Meeting, 7pm
Board Meeting, 7pm
Board Meeting, 7pm

Rent a Mansion

Time to Renew

Henn Mansion rentals are filling up fast.
Call 216 731-5060 or
stop by Wednesday Evenings from
7-9pm.
We will be happy to show you around.

Your membership expires on the date shown
on your address label. It’s easy to renew, just
use the form on page 5. If there are no changes
to your personal information, just check the
appropriate membership type and mail with your
check.
Thank you for your continued support!

